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StockerCrew distributes all
manner of machinery for

The Orsi WMO series
Orsi's WMO Heavy Duty Mulcher is for the professional landholder or
contractor.

Vegetation and Grass
Maintenance, Tool Carrier
Tractors, Front PTO & 3 Point
Lifters for Agricultural Tractors,
Switching cooling fans and other
accessories / implements.
StockerCrew's primary regard

The WMO series has a multi use rotorshaft which allows owners to
fine tune the implement to gain the best results for their crop
application. A height adjustable rear discharge hood allows discharge rate control and can be hydraulically
activated if required to ensure the correct mulch rates are achieved.
Offset can be regulated by the headframe position. Mechanical and

to the long term success of our

hydraulic offset options are available. Optional spreading vanes, side skids,
heavy duty rear roller and gauge wheels add to the versatility of the ORSI

competitive position, reputation

WMO.

is quality; an element essential

and customer satisfaction.

With cut widths from 2m to a whopping 3.2m there is a WMO to suit your
job. This mulcher is a popular choice for Australian farms. Please contact one of our team at Stocker
Crew if you would like further information on the ORSI range.
Standard Equipment
PTO 540 rpm
Hinged bonnet
Freewheel gearbox
Linkage Cat. II
Manual sideshift

StockerCrew's entire range of products can be viewed at www.stockercrew.com.au.
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The Orsi WGR series

The popular choice for roadsides and orchard prunings is the ORSI WGR
series. Available in cut widths from 1.5m to 3.2m the popular choice has
been the 2m SX series. This WGR is designed strong for the rigors of road
shoulder maintenance and has 4/5 drive belts positioned out of harms
way.
Automatic belts tensioner and extreme
quality components ensure the WGR will
outlive the competition. WGR can be mounted to your tractor on front or
rear 3 point linkage and PTO speed can be your choice of 540 or 1000
rpm. A freewheel multi input direction gearbox is our standard
specification.
Hydraulic sideshift and Hydraulic top link options give ORSI WGR maximum versatility allowing on the go
height and lateral position adjustments. WGR is all about heavy duty. Please contact one of our team at
StockerCrew if you would like further information on the ORSI range.
Standard Equipment
PTO 540 rpm
Skids
Rear roller
Mechanical side shift
Gearbox with double freewheel
Automatic belt tensioner
Linkage Cat. II

StockerCrew's entire range of products can be viewed at www.stockercrew.com.au.
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